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step-by-step instructions + tips

1 Select Bazzill White cardstock as layout base. Using yellow 
mist, very lightly sprinkle droplets across both sheets of 
cardstock, if desired.

2 Trim two .5”x 12” strips from Sun Day paper (yellow chevron 
side). Adhere vertically to each edge of layout. Trim the 
pink dot strip from bottom of Flock paper and cut in half 
lengthwise. Adhere each thin strip beside the yellow 
chevron strips on each edge of layout.

3 Trim two .75”x 12” strips from Sweet and Summer paper 
(aqua stripe side). Adhere each next to thin pink strips on 
each edge of layout.

4 Use 3D adhesive to adhere a 5”x 7” photo to left side of 
layout, 6.75” from left edge and 1” from top edge and a 4”x 
4” photo .25” to left of 5”x 7” photo and 1” from top edge.

5 Use 3D adhesive to adhere a 6”x 4” photo to right side of 
layout, .25” from center and 4” from top edge. Adhere a 
4”x 4” photo .25” to right of 6”x 4” photo and 4” from top 
edge.

6 Adhere the acrylic memories title above top edge of 4”x 4” 
photo on right side of layout. 

7	 Use	exclusive	kit	cut	files	to	electronically	cut	#sunshine 
from Painted Strokes paper at 10.5” wide. Use 3D adhesive 
to adhere on right side of layout above acrylic title. Select 

smiley face diecut from ephemera pack and adhere to top 
of “i” in diecut.

8 Trim yellow #summer tab from the exclusive kit printables 
and adhere behind top right corner of 6”x 4” photo on right 
side of layout.

9 Select “SUMMER TIME MEMORIES” die-cut from ephemera 
pack and adhere below 4”x 4” photo on right side of layout.

step-by-step instructions + sketch

    (cont’d)

SUNSHINE MEMORIES (24x12)
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the	center	of	first	circle.	Use	3D	adhesive	to	adhere	ombre	
diecut from the ephemera pack to center of layered circles. 
Trim out “so cool” tag from the exclusive kit printables and 
use 3D adhesive to adhere to top of layered circles. Adhere 
layered circles to left side of the page, 1” from left edge 
and 4” from bottom edge.

y Select blue asterisk diecut from ephemera pack and adhere 
between layered circles and journaling card on left side.

u Use kit stamps with Versamark ink to stamp words below 
two center photos as shown. Add color to the stamped 
images with watercolor paints, if desired.

i Embellish with gold enamel dots as shown.

0 Trim out black dotted tag from exclusive kit printables. Cut 
off top 1” and adhere to right side of layout .75” from right 
edge and 4.5” from bottom edge.

{ Select beach ball die-cut from ephemera pack and adhere 
below dotted tag, 1” from right edge and 3.5” from bottom 
edge. Select orange asterisk diecut from ephemera pack 
and adhere to left of beach ball.

} Adhere TODAY paperclip to bottom right corner of the 4”x 
4” photo on right side of layout. Add FUN paperclip to top 
right edge of 5”x 7” photo.

q Select “Tan Lines” journaling card from ephemera pack and 
adhere on left side of layout, .25” from bottom of 4”x 4” 
photo and .25” to left of 5”x 7” photo.

w Adhere yellow acrylic sun to left side of the page, 5.25” from 
the center and 2.5” from bottom edge. Select pink pinwheel 
diecut from ephemera pack and use 3D adhesive to adhere 
to right of acrylic sun.

e Trim out yellow tag from exclusive kit printables and cut off 
top 1”. Adhere to left side of page, 1.75” from left edge and 
6.75” from bottom edge.

r Trim out orange #hooray tab from exclusive kit printables 
and adhere to left side of page, 2.25” from left edge and 8” 
from bottom edge.

t Cut a 3.25” circle from Stay True paper (text side). Cut a 
3” circle from same paper (yellow grid side) and adhere to 

photo
4 x 4

photo
5 x 7

photo
6 x 4

title
photo

4 x 4
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1 Select Straw cardstock as layout base.Trim 
a 1”x 12”strip of Stay True paper (yellow 
grid side) and adhere along right edge.

2 Trim a .75”x 12” strip of Delicate (blue 
floral	side)	and	adhere	along	left	edge	of	
yellow grid paper.

3 Trim a 4.5”x 12” strip of Stay True paper 
(text side) and adhere along left edge of 
blue	floral	paper.

4 Matte a 4”x 6” photo with Flock paper 
(navy side), leaving .125” border. Adhere 
with 3D adhesive, 6.5” from right edge and 4.25” from 
bottom edge. Select “memories” tab from ephemera pack 
and adhere above top right corner of photo.

5 Trim aqua watercolor label from kit printables.Use kit stamps 
and black ink to stamp “happy”on bottom edge of label. 
Adhere 3” from left edge and 3” from bottom edge, tucking 
under the white text paper slightly.

6 Select Gold Foil thickers for title and adhere above stamped 
letters on aqua label.

7	 Fussy-cut	several	flowers	and	leaf	clusters	from Hazel 
Gingham paper and adhere to both edges of photo and 
along top left edge of layout.

8 Trim bottom 1.5” from black dotted tag in kit printables and 
adhere under photo, 5.75” from left edge and 2.75” from 
bottom edge.

9	 Adhere	acrylic	butterfly	to	lower	right	corner	of	photo.

0 Select aqua label from ephemera pack. Stamp date and 
attach gold ampersand clip. Adhere below photo 2.5” from 
right edge and 3.25” from bottom edge.

{ Adhere a gold rimmed tag 1.5” from right edge and 5.75” 

from bottom edge. Adhere another gold rimmed tag 
behind top left corner of aqua watercolor label.

}	 Transfer	five	butterfly	rub-ons	to	a	piece	of	white	scrap	
cardstock. Trim out and adhere to layout as shown.

q Embellish with gold enamel dots as shown. If 
desired, lightly sprinkle 
black mist on layout 
on either side 
of photo.

step-by-step instructions + tipsstep-by-step layout instructions 

BE HAPPY (12x12)
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1 Select A2 card base. Trim a 3.75”x 5” piece of Whirlpool 
cardstock and adhere centered to front.

2 Trim a 3.25”x 4” piece of Delicate paper (pink dot side) and 
adhere to center of card front.

3 Select striped frame from ephemera pack. Trim a 2.25”x 
2.25” square from yellow tag in kit printables and adhere to 
inside of striped frame. Use 3D adhesive to adhere frame to 
center of card front, slightly angled.

4 Using a 1” heart punch, punch three hearts from pink circles 
on Coastal paper. Layer each heart together using 3D 
adhesive between each layer.

5 Select “y” and “u” from Gold Foil Thickers and adhere 
along bottom edge of striped frame, leaving space between 
for layered heart. Adhere hearts in between letters.

6 Use 3D adhesive to adhere LOVE paperclip above letters 
and layered hearts.

7 Select pink heart pennant from ephemera pack and adhere 
along top corner of striped frame, adding mini staple to top 
if desired.

sentiment

step-by-step instructions + tipsstep-by-step card instructions

LOVE YOU CARD (4.25x5.5)

8 Select pink heart circle from ephemera pack and adhere 
below and to right of letter “u”.

9 Embellish with gold enamel dots as shown.
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Nicole Nowosad
is a working mom from 

Winnipeg, Manitoba 

where she lives with her 

husband, two sons and 

one daughter. She began 

scrapbooking about 15 

years ago while planning 

her wedding. 

Nicole’s style is constantly evolving, but her scrap-

book pages always feature tons of pattern and colour. 

Her favorite products are large fonts, her Silhouette 

die cutter and patterned paper, and she uses all of 

these regularly in her designs.

Nicole has been published in Scrapbook & Cards 

Today Magazine, Scrapbook Trends and Canadian 

Scrapbooker Magazine. She is also the owner and 

designer of Just Nick Cut Files, which features unique 

and	modern	digital	cut	file	designs.	

See more of Nicole’s work at:

www.justnicks.blogspot.com

designer & kit cut files

To	download	these	exclusive	Chasing	Fireflies 
kit	cut	files,	please	visit: 
www.scrapbookandcards.com/sctsummer17-chasing-fireflies

As the lazy days of summer turn to autumn, 
be sure to keep an eye out for our fall kits! 

They’ll go on sale September 1, 2017 and you
won’t want to miss out!
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